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Peloponnese, who had come to their present homes as
conquerors, had after all been evicted from their old seats
by still rougher Europeans from still farther north.) Every-
where we should expect to see a subdued and defensive
mentality, prepared to forgo individual vainglory for the
sake of protection; and such a defensive and discipline-
loving mentality we do seem to find, if we may judge the
dark age by its fruits ; by its method of fighting, shoulder
to shoulder with the pike, not rushing on with sword and
javelin like the Heroes of old ; by its renewed care for
religion ; by its care for the family, capable of producing
and submitting to even such customs as the Athenian
" heiress " law ; by its traditional poetry and its sternly
traditional Geometric art.
Here again, much difficulty will be avoided if we refrain
from using the convenient but overworked word
" primitive ". If we start with a " transportons-nous aux
ages primitifs de la race aryenne 'V on the strength of
comparisons with early Roman law or the Laws of Manu
(useful and stimulating as these comparisons are), we are
confronted with the fact that in out earliest sources we find
the fewest traces of this solidarity of the clan and attachment
to the land. The Homeric heroes notoriously have not long
pedigrees, and are so far from caring about annual rites at
their ancestors' tombs that eldest as well as younger sons
in the legends frequently leave home and make a fortune
somewhere else. Menelaos can even propose to Odysseus,
and Agamemnon to Achilles, that they should leave their
own and their father's kingdoms and transfer themselves,
lock, stock, and barrel, to the Peloponnese 2; though it is
true that these offers are not accepted.
No, Hesiodic society and its group-loyalties are primitive
only in the sense in which Homeric or Periklean or Augustan
Roman society is " modern " ; solidarity of the family may
be older than individualism, just as magic and superstition
are older than rationalism arid science ; but man can relapse
1	de Coulanges, CiU Antique, p. 65.
2	Od. iv, 174 ff.; 111, ix, 149 fl., respectively.

